OPTOSONAR CENTRA
NON-WOVEN

NON-WOVEN
Loptex, as manufacturer of systems for the detection and
elimination of contamination in a free fibers flow, introduces a complementary solution for the control and the significant reduction of impurities in nonwoven process.
The risk of contamination presence in products for medical,
personal care and hygienic purposes is a fact.
The final consumers require high quality standards. Hence,
the final products have to guarantee purity, delicacy and
comfort to the human skin.
The origin and source of foreign matter and/or contamination in nonwoven process is of different nature. Their frequency is very low. They are included in the category of “rare
events”, but they can seriously affect the quality of the
final products.

Detection and elimination
of contamination:
Loptex solution
Loptex has introduced a complementary solution to the
already existing quality control systems and methods.
The target is the on-line detection and elimination of the
contamination during fibers processing.

Presence of contamination
in raw material.
Man Made fibers: artificial and synthetic fiber.
Contaminations may be:

Yellowish fibers

Dark fibers

Black spots

White melted fibers

Color and white
polypropylene

They originate during production process due to the chemical treatment and the mechanical action of
production machineries. Furthermore, they originate from bale polypropylene woven packaging.

Natural fibers: raw natural fibers, cards and combing noils, fiber waste.
These contamination have different sources and are of different nature:

Leather and rubber

Feather

Color and white
polypropylene

Pieces of cloth

Bunch of hair

They originate at the very beginning of the process during harvesting due to the presence of manual
picking and due to the very critical environment conditions. This is typical from emerging countries and
emerging economies.

Presence of contamination
in a Nonwoven plant.
These types of contamination can result from:
- Mechanical action of machines on fibers;
- Environment debris and insects including flyers.
These contamination and/or impurities are difficult
to classify as they can be of very different nature.
Fly

BASE CENTRA NW

EASYLINK CENTRA NW

Downward fiber flow

Upward fiber flow

Where to detect and eliminate the contamination in a Nonwoven plant.
The ideal positioning is in blow room line before carding machines and immediately after an Opener.
It may be necessary the use of a Condenser/Buffer in case of feeding of high production carding machines.

Technical Specifications
Maximum production rate BASE CENTRA:

up to 800 Kg/h (1000/1200 Kg/h and more on demand)

Maximum production rate EASYLINK CENTRA: up to 800 Kg/h (1000/1200 Kg/h and more on demand)
Power supply:

400 VAC +/- 10% 50Hz

Installed power:

1,5KW (Sorter system)
2,2 KW (Waste extraction system)

Air consumption:

0,6/1,2 Nl (per contamination removal)

Compressed air supply:

approx. 6-8 bar

Dimensions BASE CENTRA:

Heigth 2250 mm/Width 1700 mm/Depth 1200 mm/Weigth 860 Kg

Dimensions EASYLINK CENTRA:

Heigth 3400 mm/Width 1800 mm/Depth 1400 mm/Weigth 950 Kg

Loptex reserves the right to change dimensions and technical specifications. Copyright reserved.

OPTOSONAR CENTRA
The Optosonar Centra couples the Sonar Acoustic technology
with the in-house Embedded Color Cameras Optic technology
for the detection and removal of contamination in cotton
preparation lines.
This is the unique Loptex feature in the world.
The Optosonar Centra detects white and transparent plastics
including white polypropylene; fluorescent and non fluorescent plastics; very thin color, light color and color less
polypropylene strings.
This innovative modular system, by means of state of the art
embedded acoustic technology coupled with embedded optic technology and electronics, permits to implement tailor
made solutions and continuous innovations for productions
up to 1.200 kg/h.

RELIABILITY AND
CONSISTENCY ON RESULTS
BY MEANS OF:
-DIRECT VIEWING SYSTEM (NO MIRRORS USE).
-constant measuring and viewing distance.
-ELIMINATION OF OPTICAL SIDE DISTORSIONS.
-spot wise multiple image analysis.
-MODULAR AND DUST proof SYSTEM.
-ROBUST EMBEDDED TECHNOLOGY SUITABLE TO WORK UNDER THE
MOST CRITICAL ENVIRONMENT CONDITIONS.
-
HIGH PERFORMING PNEUMATIC VALVES WITH MINIMUM LOSS OF
FIBROUS MATERIAL.

COMPREHENSIVE AND ACCURATE DETECTION AND
ELIMINATION OF CONTAMINATION.
The Optosonar Centra is a forefront system
designed to grant comprehensive and accurate
detection and elimination of contamination.

Embedded Color Cameras) eliminates the camera
sides distortions. It excludes the use of optical
mirrors which attract dust deposit.

It implements the Double Control on contaminants
by means of an Acoustic system coupled with
an Optical system with in-house lenses focal
adjustment.

The High Speed Pneumatic Valves sort out the
contamination from the fibers stream into a waste
container. Dedicated software and firmware
complete the design.

The Direct Viewing feature by means of 12
Embedded Cameras per channel side (total of 24

SONAR SYSTEM
ABSORBER

SPEED METER

STANDARD FLUORESCENT TUBES

Embedded Colour
Cameras System

Embedded Colour
Cameras System

HIGH SPEED
PNEUMATIC VALVES

WASTE CONTAINER

THE Sonar
system
The system consists of a high frequency ultrasound
emitter bar generating acoustic waves, whose
geometrical propagation is close to the optical
geometrical propagation of straight beams.
A second bar of high reliable and accurate receiving
acoustic sensors is placed underneath. Any
contamination with a structure and density, which
differ from the processed fiber, reflects the acoustic

wave towards a receiving sensor which activates
the corresponding solenoid valve for its removal.
The Sonar system detects white PP, plastics
with the same color as the cotton processed,
hidden contaminant, transparent plastics and
non transparent plastics, fluorescent and non
fluorescent plastics.

The new Embedded Color
Cameras system
The system consists of 2 rectangular plexiglass
implementing the monitoring channel. The cotton
fibers are free to flow without interruption of
production.
A blackened aluminum bar is placed on both sides
of the monitoring channel. Each bar houses 12
sealed dust proof Embedded Color Cameras. A total
of 24 sealed dust proof Embedded Color Cameras is
implemented. This feature permits a direct viewing
of the contamination with elimination of cameras
side distortions effect with constant sensitivity level
all over the monitoring channel. The Embedded
Color Cameras system offers a resolution of 3.840
pixels per channel side (0.3 mm).

A powerful 32 bit ARM microprocessor per each
Color Camera performs a spot wise image analysis
for the identification and for the detection of the
contamination. It assures high processing speed and
significant reduction of processing faults.
It increases the efficiency and the consistency
on results on the detection of all type colored
contamination including color thin PP strings, light
color thin PP strings and colorless thin PP strings.

The unique Loptex know-how optimizes
the coupling of the Sonar system with the
Embedded Color Cameras system.

Additional key
features
No need of heat exchanger and/or mechanical
cooling system. No need of cleaning of sonar and
optical devices due to dust deposit.
The sonar coupled with the new embedded color
cameras systems have been designed, engineered
and tested to performe in preparation lines.

Results exceed the expectations for those
applications where high quality standards are met.
Loptex continuous to offer to the market cost
efective solutions which lead to high effectiveness
and fast return of investement.

LOPTEX IN THE WORLD
Loptex through innovations improves the
competitiveness and quality of its customers.
Loptex systems are suitable to all existing and new
opening lines of the main worldwide machine
manufacturers.
Loptex through agencies and service stations in
the main textile areas of the world, guarantees an
excellent service and support to its customers.
Local technicians are trained on regular basis in
Italy by Loptex specialized personnel.

Loptex Italy headquarter
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